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Neste Guia, você vai estudar “Coordinating conjunctions”.
Volume 4 – Ampliação
Prof. Juliana Alvarez

Para se mexer:
Coordinating conjunctions: coordinate or join two or more sentences.

•

For (means “because”) - I will overcome this situation, for I am not weak.

•

And (join two similar ideas together) - I like chocolate and brownie.

•

Nor (is used to join two negative ideas) - He is neither hungry nor thirsty.

•

But (contrasting ideas) - Mary loved his boyfriend but they broke up.
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There are seven coordinating conjunctions:

Or (join alternative ideas) - Would you prefer coffee or milk?

•

Yet (means “but”) - The game was nice, yet in the end was horrible.

•

So (introduces a clause containing a result) - My cat was hungry, so I fed her.
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•

Question 1- Choose the correct alternative.

1. Ellen went to the beach ____ enjoyed the day.
a) but
b) and
c) because

4. She couldn’t work at the place _____ she left.
a) and
b) so
c) but

2. I’m tired today _______ I slept late.
a) but
b) and
c) because

5. My parents didn’t travel _________ of me.
a) and
b) because
c) but

3. She decided doesn’t call him _____ see him
anymore.
a) and
b) nor
c) because

6. I’m not sure If I go by car ______ by bus.
a) and
b) or
c) but
1. b); 2. c); 3. b); 4. b); 5. b); 6. b)

Question 2- Fill out with the correct conjunction: and/so/but/or/but/nor.
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a) She could speak English ________ she couldn’t speak Chinese.
b) I want to travel this year _____ I need to save Money.
c) My mother ____ my aunt are talking about their childhood.
d) Mark isn’t a good boy _______ a good person.
e) I love him ______ I won’t call.
f) I need to study _____ I can’t go out.

a) but; b) so; c) and; d) nor; e) but; f) yet

Question 3 - Observe the sentences.

1. It’s sunny outside _______ I’ll dress something light.
2. The movie wasn’t good ________ exciting.
3. I am going to organize the house _______ mop the floor.
4. Melissa starts working out this week ___________ she put on some weight.
The alternative which complete the sentences with the correct conjunction is
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a) so/nor/and/because
b) because/nor/and/so
c) nor/so/and/because
d) because/so/nor/and
e) so/nor/because/and
Alternativa A

#IrAlém
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Let’s learn more about “Coordinating conjunctions” doing a different activity?
In this quiz you have to choose the correct sentence to fill out the sentences and score-points!

Available on: <https://www.proprofs.com/quiz-school/quizshow.php?title=coordinatingconjunctions-quiz&q=1>. Access on: Sep. 15, 2020.

I’ll bet you are gonna like it!

Have a good time!

